HEARING OFFICER, CAREER SERVICE BOARD
CllY AND COUNlY OF DENVER, COLORADO
Appeal No. 56-13

DECISION AFFIRMING 10-DAY SUSPENSION

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEA L O F:

EVERETT VONNER, App e lla nt.
vs.

DEPARTMENT OF SAFETY, DENVER SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT,
and the C ity and Co unty o f Denver. a municipal corpora tion. Agency.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Posture of the Case/ The Appeal Hearing .
This case is the Appellant's appeal of his 10-day suspension for alleged violations of
specified Career Service Rules (CSR). An appeal hearing was conducted by Hearing
Officer Bruce A Plotkin on April 15. 2014. The Agency was represented by Assistant City
Attorneys Rick Stubbs and Amy Kingston. Appellant was represented by Reid Elkus. Esq.,
and Scott McCleod, Esq. of the law firm Elkus Sisson & Rosenstien, P.C. Agency exhibits
1. 2. 4. 8-10. and 12 were admitted into evidence. The following w itnesses testified for
the Agency: Chief Marie Kielar: the Appellant; Sergeant Theresa Penson; and Deputy
Manager of Safety Jess Vigil; Appellant re-called Sgt. Penson as his only witnesses for his
case-in-chief.

B. Jurisdiction and Review

Jurisdiction is proper under CSR § 19-1 O A. 1. b .. as the direct appeal of a
suspension. I am required to conduct a de novo review, meaning to consider all
the evidence as though the Agency had made no conclusions, and had taken
no action. Turner v. Rossmiller. 532 P.2d 751 (Colo. App. 1975).
C. Burden and Standard of Proof

The Agency retains the burden of persuasion, throughout the case. to
prove Vonner vio lated one or more cited sections of the Career Service Rules.
and to prove its decision to suspend Vonner complied with CSR 16-20.
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II. ISSUES
The following issues were presented for appeal:
A. whether Appellant violated CSR 16-60 J.• or 16-60 l. by a preponderance of the
evidence; and if so,
B. whether the degree of discipline selected by the Agency complied with purpose of
discipline pursuant to CSR 16-20.
Ill. FINDINGS

The Appellant Everett Vonner, has been a deputy in the Denver Sheriff's
Department since 2001. As a Denver deputy sheriff. he is a Career Service employee
governed by the Career Service Rules. He is familiar with Agency. Career Service. and
Executive Orders regarding Departmental policies.
From 2008 to 2012, Vonner worked in the Accreditation Unit of the Agency. The
Accreditation Unit was responsible for gaining national accreditation for the Downtown
Detention Center and the County Jail. Obtaining accreditation would mean Denver's
jails comply with the best practices nationally for detention facilities. That certification,
in turn, has the following benefits to the City: national stature in detention practices;
lawsuit protection by complying with best practices; and improved community
relations. (Kielar testimony). Major Morie Kielar was responsible for oversight of the
Accreditation Unit from 2010-2013.
In order to obtain accreditation, the Agency is required to meet certain standards
across 383 functions, including the number of rounds conducted, feeding inmates,
programs provided, and maintenance. Thus, tracking actual performance by deputies
is a critical function of the Accreditation Unit. The Unit tracks compliance by "proofs."
Those proofs are provided by electronic records, such as rounds tracking and by logs
showing how a deputy actually performed a standard. Vonner's job was to compile
and safely store these myriad proofs.
The Unit had a shared drive for storing proofs and other information in order, inter
alio, to avoid duplication of work. Kielar discovered Vonner was storing accreditation
proofs on his personal USB flash drive which he used on his work computer and at home
on his personal computer. (Vonner testimony). This practice created a concern tor the
Agency for several reasons including: if something happened to Vonner there was a
chance the information could be lost; there was no automatic backup from his
personal flash drive; there was a risk of importing a computer virus into the Agency
network by Vonner's use of his personal flash drive; and the flash drive could become
corrupt, lost, or otherwise inaccessible, setting back or making impossible the Agency's
accreditation compliance. (Kielar Testimony).
Kielar told Vonner at least three times between December 2011 and April 2012 to
cease using his thumb drive to store accreditation records. (Kielar testimony, Kielar
cross-exam). Vonner acknowledged the order (Vonner testimony) but refused to obey
it. (Kielar Testimony). Later, he acknowledged he disobeyed a direct order to provide
the flash drive to Internal Affairs in the subsequent investigation into his alleged
insubordination. (Vonner testimony). He said he would rather erase the flash drive
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rather than hand it over. (Vonner testimony; Penson testimony). After Vonner failed to
obey Kielar, Kielar began to access Vonner's flash drive when he left it plugged into his
Agency-provided computer. She downloaded accreditation-related data from
Vonner's flash drive to the Accreditation Unit's shared drive in order to safeguard the
data and to allow others on the team to hove access to it. (/dj.
Kielar reported Vonner's failure to comply with her directive to IAB. Sergeant
Penson investigated. When Penson interviewed Vonner, she give him a direct order to
supply the work information on Vonner's flash drive. Vonner said he would not comply.
Penson asked Vonner if he was refusing to comply with her orders and he said yes,
adding he would rather erase it than give it to IAB. He did not offer to bring it in later.
A pre-disciplinary meeting was convened on October 22, 2013. Vonner appeared
with legal counsel. During the meeting, Vonner acknowledged Penson asked him to
produce work product from his flash drive. Vonner stated once again he would rather
delete the information on the flash drive rather than supply it to IAB.

IV. ANALYSIS
A. CSR 16-60 J. Failing to comply with the lawful orders of an authorized supervisor...

An important factor in this case ls the Denver Sheriff Department structure as a
paramilitary organization. Subordinates are required to obey orders, instructions and
other commands of superiors more rigidly than their civilian counterparts. (In re
Crenshaw, CSA 156-02. 5 (2003)). The failure to do so is subject to discipline. If a
subordinate believes the order is illegal or in some way unenforceable, the remedy is
to file a complaint or grievance. Vonner did neither.
Kielor's orders. and those of Penson. requiring Vonner to turn over work product
contained In his flash drive were reasonable to ensure all data related to Vonner's Unit
could be accessed and shared by other team members and to prevent the data from
becoming lost or inaccessible. Thus, Vonner's disobedience to lawful orders by Kielar
and Penson, to hand over Agency work~product stored on his personal flash drive, was
a violation of CSR 16-60 J.
B. CSR 16-60 L. Failure to observe written departmental or agency ... rules...

DSD 200. 13 Disobeying Lawful Order (IAB investigation). Deputy Sheriffs and
employees shall not disobey, neglect or refuse to obey, any lawful order of a
supervisor. (parenthesis in the original).
Vigil testified the proof of Vonner's violation of this rule was the same as under CSR
16-60 J. Vonner acknowledged disobeying direct orders by Kielar not to work from his
flash drive, and to hand it over so that his work product could be accessed. Asked
d irectly if he was refusing a d irect order, Vonner said "yes." He also acknowledged
telling IA he would rather delete the flash drive rather than hand it over. The most
telling evidence concerning this alleged vio lation was the video-recorded interview of
Vonner by IA investigator Penson. The p ortio n of the interview pertinent to this order
was as fo llows.
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Penson: I am to give you a direct order, per Captain Wynn, to supply us with the
thumb drive. and not to erase it.
Vonner: I'll take whatever. I'll erase it. 'cause. like I said ..
Penson (Interrupting) So are you refusing that direct order?
Vonner: Yes, especially on that one, yeah.
Penson: So you're refusing the direct order to give us the thumb drive, and not to
erase it?"
Vonner: (nodding his head affirmatively) Hm-hmm, that one, yes, because, like I
said. this whole situation is all about them taking my ideas, taking all my stuff,
cause. three or four times, it was put on the shored drive; and. like I said, at that
time, the program was not done.
(Exhibit l 0, track 1 of 2).
After a break to consult with Capt. Wynn. Penson continued the interview.
Penson: Let me clarify something. The direct order is for the information on the
thumb drive. not the thumb drive itself, and will you supply us with that
information?
(After a lengthy discussion concerning the location of information stored on a
shared drive. Penson continued.)
Penson: We can check that, but. the direct order is for you to supply us with the
information on the thumb drive. Will you supply us with that information?
Vonner: Like I said I would rather delete it than do that, cause. like I said, it took
me hours and months...
Penson: So you're refusing to give us the information from your thumb drive.
Vonner: That particular. yes, because, like I said, I know I put it on there. way back
when. so ... (stops talking).
(Id).
At no point during his IAB interview did Vonner state the reason he was refusing
to hand over the shared drive or information on it was because the drive was his
personal property. At that time, he specified he did not want to hand over the flash
drive because his work on it was incomplete. "Like I said. at that time, the program was
not done." (Exhibit 10). In contrast. at hearing, Vonner said he did not want to hand
over the drive because it was his personal property. This significant change raises doubt
about Vonner's credibility.

Vonner also claimed he did not provide his flash drive to IA because he thought
another meeting would be scheduled. Vonner's repeated statement that he would
rather delete the drive rather than allow IA to have it makes it doubtful Vonner planned
on complying at any point.
Vonner also testified he made the statement about deleting the flash drive
memory because he was angry and frustrated; but he repeated that threat much later
at his pre-disciplinary meeting. and did not retract it at any point making his defense of
momentary anger less credible. Moreover. even if he did not intend to follow through
on his threat, the Agency was entitled to rely on his two threats to erase the data when
it imposed discipllne.
In view of Vonner's repeated disobedience to direct orders from two superiors.
and his evolving reasons for such disobedience. the Agency proved Vonner disobeyed
the direct order of a supervisor in violatlon of CSR 16-60 L.. via DSD 200.13. 1 For the same
reasons. Vonner violated CSR 16-60 J. for falllng to comply with the lawful orders of an
authorized supervisor.
V. APPELLANT'S CLAIMED AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

Vonner claimed orders by Kielar and by Penson demanding he hand over his flash
drive containing work product were a violation of his First and Fourth Amendment rights.
citing Camfield v. City of Oklahoma City. 248 F.3d 1214 (101h Cir. 2001). and O'Connor
v. Ortega, 480 U.S. 709 (1987). Neither determination falls within the scope of Hearing
Office jurisdiction. Moreover. Camfield was not a workplace case. and involved a
seizure of property, whereas there was no seizure in the present case.
The only due process rights that ore triable in this venue derive from the right to
pre-deprivation notice and the right to be heard. along with the post-deprivation dueprocess hearing conducted. in the present case. on April 15. 2014.2 O'Connor was also
a seizure case. and therefore inapposite. in addition to addressing a matter outside this
jurisdiction. All violations alleged by the Agency were proven by a preponderance of
the evidence. That leaves only the issue of the degree of discipline.
VI. DEGREE OF DISCIPLINE
A. Severity of proven offenses.

Vigil decided the degree of discipline under the Agency's disciplinary matrix. (Vigil
testimony; Exhibit 8-91). He found Vonner' s conduct substantially interfered with
Department operations. (Vigil testimony). In a paramilitary structure such as the Denver
Sheriff Department, obedience to command is an essential component. Vonner's
refusal to comply, first with Chief Kielar, then with Sgt. Penson's clear and direct orders,
struck at the core of the Agency's structure. His repeated refusal to obey a direct order
was, therefore, a severe violation, multiplied by each subsequent refusal.
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8. Prior record.

As a result of the issues in this case, Vonner was given a below expectations work
review, (Exhibit 6), and placed on a performance improvement pion. (Exhibit 5).
However, prior to this matters underlying this case, Vonner had no disciplinary issues.
C. Likelihood of reform.

Vonner admitted he disobeyed direct orders from two superior officers. One of
the refusals occurred during the course of an investigation into possible wrongdoing.
Vonner remained defiant, without justification, throughout the case. That evidence
alone would justify termination under the Career Service Rules; however Vigil took into
consideration Vonner's good record preceding the matters in this case as offsetting the
aggravating factors of the harm caused by his wrongdoing and his continued
defiance. That balancing of mitigating and aggravating factors falls squarely within the
purview of on agency decision-maker. Since a reasonable administrator could well find
those opposing factors balance each other, I will not disturb the Deputy Manager's
calculus.
VII. ORDER

Appellant's 10-day suspension by the Agency, beginning December 3, 2013. is
AFFIRMED.

DONE May 14. 2014.

Bruce Plotkin
Career Service Hearing Officer
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